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DOCUMENTARY
FILM & TV

NBC WHITE PAPER

Baatan: The Forgotten Hell
1982

CBS REPORTS

The Vanishing Family: Crisis in Black America
1986
Bill Moyers
POV SERIES (PBS)

Building Bombs
1990
Susan Robinson
Mark Mori

PBS - American Experience

Daughter From Danang
(2002)
Gail Dolghen
Vincente Franco

POV Series - PBS

Sherman’s March
(1986)
Ross McElwee
Imax
Cosmic Voyage
(1996)
Bayley Silleck

A & E
The Nazi Officer’s Wife
(2003)
Liz Garbus

HBO
White Light, Black Rain
(2007)
Steven Okazaki
Discovery Channel

Why Dogs Smile & Chimpanzees Cry
(1999)
Carol Fleisher

Others

History Channel
Sundance Channel
IFC Channel
Showtime, Cinemax and others
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